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Dear Sir orMadam:
Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments on the revised taxi licensing policy. We be-
lieve that this is an opportunity to improve the taxi and private hire policy tomore closely match
Cambridge’s unique character. Cambridge is different frommany other cities because it has the
highest level of cycle riding per capita in the country. Therefore it is important that motor vehi-
cle drivers understand how to conduct themselves safely and lawfully in the presence of people
cycling and walking. Ideally, the professional drivers of taxi and private hire vehicles should be
trained to the highest standards and should set the example for other drivers. In practice, many
of our members have observed dangerous driving, poor behaviour in the vicinity of people cy-
cling, and an alarming lack of knowledge from a noticeable minority of drivers.
Access to some parts of Cambridge are restricted to certain types of vehicles, including taxis, a
benefit that taxi operators receive over other drivers. Along with this advantage it must be ap-
preciated that these restricted areas have more walking and cycling, due to their quieter roads,
and their central location. This increases the exposure of taxi drivers to people walking and cy-
cling.
In that light, we submit the recommendation that the Taxi and Private Hire licensing proficiency
requirement be extended in the following ways:

• All new drivers of taxis and private hire vehicles should be required to complete a JAUPT
approved, certified Safe Urban Driving course. Those courses are now available in Cam-
bridge, and are specifically designed to increase awareness of vulnerable road users

• If a driver is identified in a complaint, and if Licensing and Enforcement is reasonably con-
fident that the complaint is not spurious — yet not serious enough to warrant confiscation
of licence — then that driver should at least be required to complete a Safe Urban Driving
course within six weeks or else lose his or her licence.

• In addition to the DVSA taxi driving assessment test, Licensing and Enforcement should



administer a knowledge test about the sections of the Highway Code relevant to driving
in the presence of people cycling and walking. In particular, we would like to highlight the
following rules that are especially important to the safety of people cycling andwalking:

– Rule 163: When passing, give vulnerable road users at least as much space as you would a
car.

– Rule 170: Give way to people walking who have started to cross.
– Rule 173: Assess your vehicle’s length and do not obstruct traffic.
– Rule 178: Do not unnecessarily encroach on the cycle waiting area.
– Rule 182: Do not cut in on people cycling.
– Rule 187: In a roundabout, watch out for and give plenty of room to people walking and
cycling.

– Rule 192: Keep the pedestrian and/or cycle crossing clear.
– Rule 198: Giveway to anyone still crossing after the signal for vehicles has changed to green.
– Rules 204 to 225: Road users requiring extra care.
– Rule 239: Check before opening your door.
– Rule 240: YouMUSTNOT stop or park on a pedestrian crossing, a cycle lane, or a cycle track.
– Rule 244: You should not park on the pavement.

And, broadly speaking, an awareness by drivers that it is not compulsory for people cycling
to use cycle facilities, and that Bikeability teaches people to take appropriate road posi-
tioning, which can include cycling in themiddle of the traffic lane.

• All drivers should be required to learn about any new and relevant regulations, such as
those for the parallel cycle and pedestrian Zebra crossings that are being installed now in
Cambridge.

We would be happy to follow up on any of these suggestions, if assistance is needed, please feel
free to contact the campaign.
Yours sincerely,
On behalf of the Cambridge Cycling Campaign

MatthewDanish,
Member
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